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A visual search company has released a new platform that could save
fashion retailers signiﬁcant time, by automatically tagging images
Spotted: Bangalore-based fashion visual search company Streamoid has launched a new platform
that uses intuitive AI, machine learning and computer vision to help retailers add product tags to
images. The new product, AutoScribe, joins Streamoid’s stable of tools for visual search, web
optimisation and personalisation — all aimed at fashion retailers.
AutoScribe allows retailers to automatically catalogue new items and images, in what was previously
a tedious manual process. While it may not seem like a big issue, large retailers might add hundreds
or thousands of new products every month, making cataloging a challenge. The AutoScribe tool
replaces manual tagging, and when the tags cannot be predicted conﬁdently, AutoScribe sets it
aside for manual quality control by stylists.
The software is designed to avoid issues speciﬁc to the fashion industry, such as the fact that a
particular style can have many diﬀ erent descriptive names. A long-sleeved length might be called
“long sleeved” in one marketplace, and “full sleeved” in another. This type of issue makes manual
cataloguing a diﬃcult process, which often requires signiﬁcant expertise and training. AutoScribe
allows the retailer to conﬁgure the taxonomy themselves, allowing them to control the nomenclature
used.
The product is already being used by Indian fashion powerhouse, Aditya Birla Fashion and Retail
Limited (ABFRL). According to Praveen Shrikhande, Chief Digital and Information Oﬃcer at ABFRL, the
company is “well aware that rich and accurate product information creates great customer
experience online…With Streamoid’s AutoScribe, we now catalog our products in less than 6 hours
instead of 2 days and our data is enriched immensely while maintaining an accuracy of 99 percent.”

The use of computer vision is proving to be a natural ﬁt for fashion, helping online retailers to make
real time outﬁt recommendations, and enabling users to quickly ﬁnd products that they have seen in
real life or online. Recent innovations in this ﬁeld covered by Springwise have included incorporation
of a body scanning app to create the perfect ﬁt, and a shoppable streaming platform where users
can buy what they see.
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Takeaway:
In addition to AutoScribe’s utility, Streamoid points out that the company uses machine learning
techniques designed to work on smaller datasets, which therefore use fewer computer
resources without compromising on accuracy. This allows the company to reduce the
environmental impact of AI models by using less run time. Streamoid is just one of many
companies in India working to develop visual search tools targeting the fashion industry. In
addition to Streamoid, several others, such as Wazzat Labs, iLenze and Snapshopr, are also
drawing the attention of international investors. There is clearly a lot of room for growth in using
AI in fashion.

